IVGID RECREATION PICTURE PASSES AND PUNCH CARDS
This white paper is not be an attempt to revise Ordinance 7 by someone who has never read it.
It is a long time resident’s attempt to offer a common sense approach to the issue of “picture
passes” and “punch cards” for use at Incline beaches. I do not understand enough to propose
solutions to what appear to be abuses by renters, rentees, the Hyatt, property managers, STR’s
or just plain strangers. I suspect that some of these change concepts have already been
discussed. It is obvious that there are way too many people on the beaches routinely who do
not belong there.
This of course does not solve the problem of people who come from outside Incline by boat to
occupy space on Ski Beach or walk to Incline beach. That is another issue which used to be
addressed by boat stickers for Incline parcel holders and/or wrist bands.
How I understand it works now:
• Each parcel in Incline is “entitled” to a combination of five total picture passes or punch cards.
• Each parcel owner may purchase an unlimited number of additional punch cards only,
- for family members in addition to the entitled five,
- or to hold for or to distribute to friends from Reno or Truckee or Sacramento, etc.
• A parcel owner may assign any or all of the five cards to a renter or lessee.
- Can renters or lessees purchase unlimited punch cards also? Don’t know.
• Parcel owners or renters/lessees do not need to accompany anyone using one of their punch
cards to the beach.
What changes make sense?
• Each parcel in Incline should be “entitled” to a picture pass for each immediate family
member in residence or part time in school (parents and dependents only).
- The same should apply to renters/lessees with the assignment by the parcel owner.
- It is not logical nor common sense to charge parcels for exceeding an arbitrarily
determined number of children.
• A maximum of one additional punch card may be purchased (in addition to the 5 “entitled”
cards). That single punch card may only be renewed (paid for) when it is down to $10 or less.
- It may be renewed an unlimited number of times.
- “Entitled” punch cards may not be renewed.
- The above will, in effect, maintain the convenience of one or more family punch cards
while eliminating the ability of beach access privilege holders to distribute punch cards
to friends. ( Worst case a single person with 4 punch cards. They may be out there for a
while, but can’t be renewed.)
• A picture pass holder may always take guests to the beach and pay a guest fee (post
COVID), and they must accompany guests.
- They will be responsible for guests behavior.
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